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American Regional & Local Histories
*VOICES FROM THE OUTER BANKS Ed.
by Stephen Kirk. Presents the varied history of
North Carolina’s barrier islands, from the
Virginia border through Cape Lookout, using
the words of the participants drawn from
memoirs, letters, news articles and other
primary sources. Illus. 264 pages. John F.
Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
Item #2913666
$9.95
*SHOWDOWN! Lionhearted Lawmen of
Old California By William B. Secrest. The author
tells the tales of six forgotten California lawmen
who had a lasting impact on the settlement, and
eventual civilizing of old California. With in depth
examinations of the crimes of the day and the
careers of the intrepid men who investigated
them, this volume opens up a new chapter of Old
West history. Illus. 308 pages. Craven Street.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
Item #370100X
$11.95
LOST LOOT III: New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania By Patricia Hughes. Beckons
readers to search for historic lost loot as they
journey to New York, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania to learn about Native American
villages, lost mines, ghosts, and more. Also,
learn about the connections between the
infamous Jersey Devil monster, and Captain
Kid–both are said to guard a pirate treasure.
Illus. 256 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #2907739
$9.95
S I D E W A L K S , V O LU M E I I :
Reflections on Chicago By Rick
Kogan, photos by C. Osgood. A
collection of columns by the authors,
by the same name in the Chicago
Tribune Magazine. Even when tinged
with sentiment, their peripatetic
journeys through the metropolitan
area consistently impart some
knowledge, perspective, and even a bit of wisdom. Well illus. in
color. 246 pages. Sidewalks. Pub. at $40.00
Item #3743888
$7.95

American Regional & Local Histories

American Regional & Local Histories

*NEVADA MYTHS & LEGENDS, SECOND
EDITION: The True Stories Behind History’s
Mysteries By Richard Moreno. From an ancient
tribe of red-haired cannibals to hidden caches of
stolen gold, Moreno makes history fun and pulls
back the curtain on nineteen of the Silver State’s
most fascinating and compelling stories. Illus.
214 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.95
Item #3729966
$13.95
*HAUNTED MASSACHUSETTS By Cheri
Farnsworth. Things that go bump in the night,
disembodied voices, footsteps in an empty
stairwell, an icy hand on your shoulder–let your
imagination run wild as you read about
Massa chuse tts’ most e xtra ordina ry
apparitions, sinister spooks, and bizarre
beasts. Illus. 142 pages. Globe Pequot.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #3978079
$12.95
*YUMA PROVING GROUND: Images of
America By Scott Laverty. Tells the story of
the Yuma Proving Ground’s early history,
which began in 1849 with the establishment
of Army outposts in the region. When the
U.S. entered WWII in 1942, the Army
established a large-scale training center that
expanded from eastern California into
western Arizona. Well illus. 128 pages.
Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99
Item #3844986
$18.95
TO MAKE TH IS LAND OUR OWN:
Community, Identity, and Cultural
Adaptation in Purrysburg Township,
South Carolina, 1732-1865 By Arlin C.
Migliazzo. The fascinating story of Swiss
entrepreneur Jean Pierre Purry, and the
dreams of protestants from Europe who
converged in a planned settlement named
Purrysburg. This account examines the first
South Carolina township and offers the clearest picture to date of
the settlement by ethnically diverse and contractually obligated
immigrants. 435 pages. USCP. Pub. at $59.95
Item #3783669
$6.95
*ABANDONED BALTIMORE: Southside
B y C h r i st o p h e r H a ll . T h ro u g h h i s
photographs, Hall sets out to bring light to
what has been left in the dark, and to bring
back the forgotten history of the south side of
Baltimore City. While millions flock to tourist
destinations like the inner harbor, they are
unaware of the disregarded buildings that sit
just a few blocks away. 96 pages. America
Through Time. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99
Item #3832260
$18.95

ARTS AND CRAFTS OF CHESTER
COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA By Margaret
Schiffer. The many practical industries that
supp or ted this e arlie st coun ty in
Pennsylvania are documented in this
illustrated and detailed study. 285 pages.
Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95
Item #2981459
$14.95
*BROOKLYN: The Once and Future City
By Thomas J. Campanella. Tells the rich
history of the rise, fall, and reinvention of one
of the world’s most resurgent cities.
Campanella reveals how this immigrant
Promised Land drew millions, fell victim to its
own social anxieties, yet proved resilient
enough to reawaken as a multicultural
powerhouse and global symbol of urban
vitality. Illus. 533 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95
Item #3962067
$17.95
*VANISHING ANN ARBOR By P.F. Smith &
B. Woodman. Ann Arbor has seen many
cherished landmarks and institutions come
and go, and as the town became a thriving city,
residents passed their time seeing movies at
the Majestic or watching parades go down
Main Street. Join the authors on a tour of the
city’s past. Photos. 158 pages. History Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #3772179
$17.95
*OCEAN-BORN MARY: The Truth Behind
a New Hampshire Legend By Jeremy
D’Entremont. Meet Mary, ocean born and
named by an infamous pirate. Her birth saved
a group of Scottish immigrants aboard a ship
bound for New England in 1720. The ship
arrived safely and Mary lived her life in New
Hampshire. Discover the house that Mary is
said to haunt and where a pirate treasure is
stashed, as the author examines this fantastic folk legend.
126 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #2946033
$15.95
*HIDDEN HISTORY OF NEW ORLEANS
By J. Foreman & R. Starrett. The history of
New Orleans is one of contrasts–heroes and
villains, catastrophe and celebration, sinners
and saints. From the streetcar strikers who
lined the thoroughfares with IEDs to the
unsung heroine of the Battle of New Orleans,
the authors offer a dose of history that would
be hard to believe if it wasn’t true. Illus.
192 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99
Item #3843203
$18.95
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*HYDE PARK IN THE GILDED AGE:
Images of America By C. Rhinevault & S.
Butler. Hyde Park was established in 1821 as
a simple and small town on the Hudson
River. Its claim to fame however are the grand
estates, lush landscapes, and lavish
lifestyles of some of those who lived there.
The former town historian has compiled
wonderful images from both sides of the
story in and around the town during the Gilded Age. 128 pages.
Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #3774171
$17.95
*DEADLY STORMS OF THE DELMARVA
COAST By Michael Morgan. Morgan narrates
the stories of the many storms of coastal
Delaware, Maryland and Virginia, including
the 1933 storm that created an inlet on the
south edge of Ocean City, and the 1962
nor’easter that devastated ocean-front
communities–all reminding us of the power of
wind and water. Well illus. 143 pages. History
Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #2958597
$17.95
*GHOST SIGNS: Clues to
Downtown New York’s Past
By Frank Mastropolo. Brings
more than 100 of these
timeworn ads to life through
insightful commentary on the
history of downtown’s distinct
neighborhoods and the eclectic
businesses that anchored them during the first half of the twentieth
century. Well illus., most in color. 128 pages. Schiffer.
Item #3793966
$16.95
*VIRGINIA BY STAGECOACH By Virginia
C. Johnson. Travel in old Virginia was many
things, but it was never dull. Stagecoaches
were the primary means of transport, carrying
mail as well as passengers. Inns across the
state catered to stagecoach riders and acted
as community gathering places. Join the
author as she relates tales of those early days
on the road. Illus. 190 pages. History Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #3772187
$17.95
*FORT WORTH: Images of America By
Dawn Youngblood. From pianos on dirt floors
to the Van Cliburn Competition, from the
earliest portraits by itinerant French artists to
world class art museums, Fort Worth, Texas,
has always been home to high culture. In this
photographic history, you’ll see that no
matter the era, Fort Worth will always be
“where the West begins.” 128 pages. Arcadia
Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #3772357
$17.95

American Regional & Local Histories
*HARVEY HOUSES OF ARIZONA By Rosa
Walston Latimer. Valuing food quality as much
as quality service, Harvey Houses changed the
culture of western railroad towns. This study
celebrates hospitality the “Fred Harvey way”
through the personal stories of the famous
Harvey girls and staff of luxury Harvey hotels in
Ash Fork, Seligman, Williams, Winslow, and
beyond. Illus. 142 pages. History Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #2939576
$17.95
*LOST ATTRACTIONS OF HAMPTON
ROADS By Nancy E. Sheppard. Take a trip down
memory lane to the beloved destinations for fun
and families across Virginia’s tidewater. From the
Great White Fleet to a wild west park, journey
through this vibrant history with Sheppard and
discover whether such cherished places can
every truly be lost. Well illus. 206 pages. History
Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #3774244
$17.95
*THE LIBRARY BOOK By Susan Orlean.
Weaving her lifelong love of books and
reading into an investigation of the Los
Angeles Public Library fire of 1986, this award
winning reporter delivers a mesmerizing and
uniquely compelling chronicle that manages
to tell the broader story of libraries and
librarians in a way that has never been done
before. 317 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00
Item #2810409
$17.95
*WICKED KANSAS By Adrian Zink.
Kansans like to think of their state as a land of
industrious, law-abiding and friendly people,
and for the most part they are correct.
However, Zink explores the salacious side of
Kansas history in the wild and degenerate
stories featured here. Illus. 96 pages. History
Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99
Item #3784223
$14.95

General American History
LIES ACROSS AMERICA , REVISED
SECOND EDITION: What Our Historic
Sites Get Wrong By James W. Loewen. Looks
at more than one hundred sites where history
is told on the landscape, including historical
markers, monuments, museums, historic
houses, forts, and ships. Loewen uses his
investigation of these public versions of
history, often literally written in stone, to
correct historical interpretations that are profoundly wrong.
Photos. 498 pages. New Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #3998568
$5.95

General American History
*ABC BOOK OF EARLY AMERICANA
By Eric Sloane. From Almanack, Bathtub,
and Conestoga Wagon to X-Brace, Yankee,
and Zig-Zag Fence, this sketchbook of
antiquities revisits delightful words and
inventions of old-time America. Fully illus.
Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95
Item #3854329
$8.95
*AT THE COLD SHOULDER OF
HISTORY By James C. Jenkins with W.M.
Law. Gives an in-depth look at what
happened in the aftermath of President John
F. Kennedy’s assassination. One of the only
living participants in President Kennedy’s
autopsy now comes forward after almost 55
years of silence and speaks about what truly
took place inside the morgue at Bethesda
Naval Hospital on the night of November 22, 1963. Illus.
193 pages. Trine Day. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item #2851245
$19.95
*MURDER, INC.: The CIA Under John F.
Kennedy By James H. Johnston. Tells the story
of the CIA’s assassination operations under
Kennedy up to his own assassination and
beyond. This title narrates in detail the CIA’s
plots against Castro and delves into the
question of why retaliation by Castro against
Kennedy was not investigated. Photos.
343 pages. Potomac Books. Pub. at $32.95
Item #3696219
$17.95
*THE TRIALS OF NINA MCCALL: Sex,
Surveillance, and the Decades-Long
Gove rnment Plan to I mpr iso n
“Promiscuous” Women By Scott W. Stern.
The forgotten story of the American Plan, one
of the largest and longest-lasting mass
quarantines in American history, told through
the lens of one young woman’s story. In an age
of renewed activism surrounding sexual
harassment, health care, prisons, women’s rights, and the power
of the state, this lost chapter of our history is essential reading.
356 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00
Item #290456X
$11.95
*THE FORGOT TEN TERRORIS T,
SECOND EDITION: Sirhan Sirhan and the
Assassination of Robert F. Kennedy By
Mel Ayton. The author profiles Sirhan and
presents a wealth of evidence about his
fanatical Palestinian nationalism and his
hatred for Robert Kennedy that motivated the
killing. Ayton unearths neglected eyewitness
accounts and overlooked forensic evidence,
and convincingly shows that Sirhan was in fact the lone assassin.
Photos. 374 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95
Item #2952963
$9.95

General American History

Colonial Era

*SPIES IN CONGRESS: Inside the
Democrats’ Covered-Up Cyber Scandal
By Frank Miniter. By following the digital tracks
of a group of IT aides operating in the offices of
more than 40 members of Congress, all
Democrats, Miniter unearths the shocking
reality of a spy-ring the U.S. government would
rather we didn’t know about. You’ll also learn
why the Department of Justice covered up this
scandal, and what we must do to keep our freedom in this digital
world. 215 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00
Item #2808641
$12.95

*PITTSBURGH’S LOST OUTPOST By
Jason A. Cherry. Former soldier turned trader
William Trent set out for the untamed
wilderness to stake Britain’s claim. He would
build the first fort to form the humble
beginnings of Pittsburgh and set the staging
ground for the French and Indian War. This
account details the history of William Trent
and Pittsburgh’s forgotten first outpost. Illus.
174 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #2946084
$17.95

Notable Americans

Native Americans

*KOMPROMAT: My Story from Trump to
Mueller and USSR to USA By Giorgi
Rtskhiladze. In April of 2018, the author
answered the door of his Connecticut home to
find two FBI agents bearing a subpoena. This
is his story of growing up in Soviet Georgia,
emigrating to the U.S., and his dealings with
Donald Trump–and his journey through the
criminal justice system that ensued. Photos,
some color. 258 pages. Rare Bird Books. Pub. at $27.00
Item #3895157
$19.95
*CHIEF ENGINEER: Washington
Roebling–The Man Who Built the Brooklyn
Bridge By Erica Wagner. Delivers an elegantly
written biography of one of America’s most
distinguished engineers, revealing a determined
man whose long life was a model of courage in
the face of adversity. Sweeping and illuminating,
it captures the highs and lows of the innovator
who gave us one of New York’s most enduring
and iconic structures. 16 pages of photos, some color. 364 pages.
Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #2888572
$7.95

*CRAZY HORSE WEEPS: The Challenge
of Being Lakota in White America By
Joseph M. Marshall III. For Lakota, Dakota, and
Nakota people, historical trauma, chronically
underfunded federal programs, and broken
promises on the part of the U.S. government
have resulted in gaping health, educational,
and economic disparities compared to the
general public. The author proposes a return to
traditional tribal values with an outlined plan for the future.
168 pages. Fulcrum. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #2936844
$13.95
*IN THE LIGHT OF JUSTICE: The Rise of
Human Rights in Native America and the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples By Walter R. Echo-Hawk. In 2007, the
United Nations approved the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
The U.S. endorsement in 2010 ushered in a new
era of Native American law and policy. The author
highlights steps that the U.S. must take to
implement the Declaration, provide a more just society, and heal
past injustices. 325 pages. Fulcrum. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #2916088
$15.95

Colonial Era

American West & the Frontier

*THE TRUE STORY OF POCAHONTAS:
The Other Side of History By L. Custalow &
A.L. Daniel. This significant account shares the
sacred and previously unpublished oral history
of the Mattaponi tribe, one of the original tribes
of the Powhatan chiefdom encountered by the
Jamestown founders. Passed down from
generation to generation, this story contains
powerful gems of Powhatan knowledge that will
satisfy the curious historian in all of us. 138 pages. Fulcrum.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
Item #3727777
$14.95
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*RIDERS OF THE PONY EXPRESS By Ralph
Moody. Prior to the Civil War, the fastest mail
between the West Coast and the east took almost
thirty days by stagecoach along a southern route
through Texas. Moody’s exciting account of the
eighteen critical months that the Pony Express
operated pays tribute to the true grit and
determination of the riders and horses of the Pony
Express. Originally published in 1958. Illus.
183 pages. Bison. Paperbound.
Item #2951991
$12.95

American West & the Frontier
*THE GATHERING OF ZION: The Story of
the Mormon Trail By Wallace Stegner. Tells
about a thousand-mile migration marked by
hardship and sudden death, but unique in
American history for its purpose, discipline,
and solidarity. Illus. 331 pages. Bison.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #3737489
$15.95

African-American Lives & History
A DANCER IN THE REVOLUTION By Howard
E. & Wendy Johnson. Johnson’s memoir
tra ces h is pa th f rom first born of a
multiclass/multiethnic family in New Jersey to
dance in Harlem’s Cotton Club to communist
youth leader and, later, professor of Black
studies. Photos. 191 pages. Fordham.
Pub. at $29.95
Item #5859549
$5.95

Slavery
*AN AMERICAN QUILT: Unfolding a Story
of Family and Slavery By Rachel May.
Explores the far reach of slavery, from New
England to the Caribbean, the role it played in
the growth of mercantile America, and the bonds
between the agrarian South and the industrial
North in the antebellum era–all through the
discovery of a remarkable quilt, the enslaved
women behind it, and their owner Susan Crouch.
Well illus., some in color. 452 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95
Item #6886388
$21.95

Monuments, Museums & Historic Sites
THE NIVELLE OFFENSIVE AND THE BATTLE
OF THE AISNE 1917: A Battlefield Guide to
the Chemin des Dames By Andrew Uffindell.
This comprehensive guide explains the strategic
background, and provides a series of tours that
explore specific areas of the Chemin des Dames
in vivid detail. You’ll gain a real sense of how the
unusual terrain shaped the course of the fighting,
and of how both weapons and tactics underwent
a dramatic transformation within a space of just four years. Illus. &
maps. 197 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
Item #2967634
$5.95

Monuments, Museums & Historic Sites
*MAJOR & MRS HOLT’S BATTLEFIELD
GUIDE TO WESTERN FRONT-SOUTH,
SECOND EDITION By Valmai & Tonie Holt.
The second of two books covering the whole
length of the Western Front. A concise
illustrated guide to twelve of the First World
War’s most significant battles. You’ll be
carefully guided through the battlefields with
a mixture of military history, cameo
memories, poetry, and informed opinion. 360 pages. Pen &
Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95
Item #6990592
$19.95

Constitutional & Judicial Issues
*IMPEACHING THE PRESIDENT: Past,
Present, and Future By Alan Hirsch. A
constitutional scholar offers readers a clear
perspective on all matters relating to
removing a president, starting with an
explanation of the Founder’s constitutional
protections against executive misconduct.
Hirsch then explores how Trump may be
v u l n e r a b l e t o i m p e a c h m e n t . I l l u s.
225 pages. City Lights. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2826291
$9.95

Politics
REAL NEWS: An Investigative Reporter
Uncovers the Foundations of the
Trump-Russia Conspiracy By Scott
Stedman. Full of real, exclusive evidence
including ownership records, banking
information and statements, meeting
transcripts, quotes, stats and figures, and
more–this volume not only enables readers
to see and evaluate the arguments for the
existence of the Trump-Russia Conspiracy for themselves, it also
fully explains how Stedman went about his investigations.
184 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99
Item #3791483
$5.95

Politics
YOU CAN’T SPELL AMERICA WITHOUT
ME By Alec Baldwin & K. Andersen. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. In this political satire that is
stranger than true, there are intimate,
powerful, mind-boggling revelations on
every page. Also included are lavish,
spectacular, and intimate color photographs
of President Trump (as hilariously portrayed
by Baldwin) in private–inside the White
House, inside Mar-a-Lago, at Trump Tower, and more.
365 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00
Item #3743063
$5.95
*THE PRESENT AGE By Soren Kierkegaard.
Kierkegaard’s stunningly prescient essay that
foresaw the rise of twenty-four hour news and
social media. One of a five-book series
hig hlig hti ng shor t cla ssic work s of
independent thought illuminating the nature of
truth, humanity’s attraction to authoritarianism,
the media and mass communication and the
philosop hy of resistan ce. 87 pag es.
HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99
Item #3715345
$8.95
*GIVE PEOPLE MONEY: How a Universal
Basic Income Would End Pover ty,
Revolutionize Work, and Remake the World
By Annie Lowrey. A global look at universal basic
income, a stipend given to every citizen, and
why it might be necessary to solve some of our
most intractable economic problems, while
offering a new vision of citizenship and a firmer
foundation for our society in this age of rising
inequality, persistent poverty, and dazzling technology. 264 pages.
Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
Item #3780155
$11.95
*YUGOSLAV IA : Peace, War, and
Dissolution By Noam Chomsky. Provides a
comprehensive survey of virtually all of
Chomsky’s texts and public talks that focus on
the region of the former Yugoslavia, from the
1970’s to the present. Presents a wealth of
materials along with reflections on events
twenty-five years after the the end of
Yugoslavia and the beginning of the war in
Bosnia. 214 pages. PM Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #6860052
$15.95
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Politics
THE YEAR OF VOTING DANGEROUSLY By
Maureen Dowd. New York Times columnist
Maureen Dowd traces the psychologies and
pathologies in America’s most epic and
consequential battle of the sexes–the most
bizarre, disruptive, and divisive presidential
race in modern history–between Donald
Trump and Hilary Clinton. 432 pages. Twelve.
Pub. at $30.00
Item #6681174
$5.95
*TRUMP’S ABC By Ann Telnaes.
Each page of this humorous boardbook
is a miniature critique and expose of
Donald Trump, illustrating his public
policies, his personal defects, his
ethical dysfunction and the
consequences of his Presidency on the
lives of Americans. Fully illus. in color.
Fantagraphics. Pub. at $12.99
Item #6881068
$5.95
*THE REAL DEAL: My Decade Fighting
Battles and Winning Wars with Trump By
G.A. Sorial & D. Bates. The mainstream media
has tried to undermine the president at every
turn by spreading lies about his management
abilities, his negotiation style, and his business
success. Now the authors explain how Trump’s
unusual style worked so well for decades, and
how its working better in the White House than
anyone realizes. 262 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $28.99
Item #299397X
$11.95
THE YEAR OF DREAMING DANGEROUSLY
By Slavoj Zizek. A philosopher and cultural
critic discusses the shattering events of 2011
which he argues achieved their horrific
consummation in the actions of mass
murderer Anders Breivik. 135 pages. Verso.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2836246
$5.95
*THE GREAT REVOLT: Inside the Populist
Coalition Reshaping American Politics By S.
Zito & B. Todd. Delves deep into the minds and
hearts of the voters that make up the new
populist conservative coalition that brought
Trump and Republican majorities into office. The
authors reveal that the pivotal voters who
unexpectedly turned the 2016 election had been
hiding in plain sight, ignored by both parties, the
media, and the political experts. 310 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00
Item #6957773
$9.95

Politics
MYTHS OF THE OIL BOOM: American
National Security in a Global Energy
Market By Steven A. Yetiv. Taking stock of our
new era of heightened petroleum production,
Yetiv sets out to demolish both the old myths
and misconceptions about oil and the new
ones that are quickly proliferating. He also
offers a comprehensive overview of the global
geopolitics of oil and America’s energy future.
257 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95
Item #6754368
$5.95
*THE SELECTED WORKS OF EUGENE V.
DEBS, VOLUME 1: Building Solidarity on
the Tracks, 1877-1892 By T. Davenport &
D. Walters. An extensive compilation of
articles, speeches, press statements, and
open letters by American socialist Eugene V.
Debs, one of the pivotal figures in the labor
movement. This volume provides a basis for
deeper understanding of Debs and his later
role during the glory days of the Socialist Party of America.
710 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.00
Item #2896788
$21.95
*FASCISM: Why Not Here? By Brian E.
Fogarty. Draws parallels between German
culture of the early twentieth century and
American culture today. Fogarty postulates
that it would take a confluence of events and
circumstances to propel Americans into the
arms of fascism, but concludes that it’s not
entirely unlikely. His strong words of caution
will resonate with anyone concerned about
America’s political future and freedoms. 227 pages. Potomac
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #2815990
$11.95
*FAKE NEWS: “Facts” Always Trump
Truth By Mike Haskins. Not one but two
incredibly smart, classy authors bring you
this tremendous billion copy bestseller.
Definitely not written by Donald J. Trump
and/or Vladimir Putin, this work is the leading
guide to navigating the new post truth world.
Inside you’ll find everything you need to
master the dark arts of fake news. 192 pages.
Prion. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2813769
$7.95
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*ACCESSING THE MEDIA: How to Get
Good Press By Jill Osborn. Takes the reader
behind the scenes to understand how best to
work with the press to get publicity. This
reference provides an insider’s look at how the
modern newsroom works. Readers will learn to
forge relationships with media personnel to craft
the press coverage they want. 153 pages.
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item #689898X
$5.95
*THE BREXIT SURVIVAL ACTIVITY
BOOK: Puzzle Your Way Out of Political
Turmoil By Wayne Kerr. Packed with a host
of games, jokes and activities, such as draw
your own borders, dot to dot, a Great Brexit
sing-along and a Theresa May mindfulness
exercise, this interactive adventure will take
your mind off the impending doom of not
being allowed to compete in Eurovision.
64 pages. Orion. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
Item #6697755
$5.95
*INSIDE STORY: Politics, Intrigue and
Treachery from Thatcher to Brexit By
Philip Webster. With the wit and geniality that
have made him so many friends in politics,
Webster gives his verdict on the characters of
the senior politicians he has gotten to know
over the decades and the much criticized
Westminster Lobby system. He reveals the
secrets of the way political journalists operate,
the future of print journalism, and the changes in politics during
his long career. Illus. 392 pages. William Collins. Pub. at $27.99
Item #6590934
$11.95
*ASSUMING BOYCOTT: Resistance,
Agency, and Cultural Production Ed. by
Kareem Estefan et al. A collection of eighteen
essays by artists, scholars, activists, critics,
and writers who examine the historical
precedent and the consequences and causes
of cultural boycott. 284 pages. OR Books.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #6711898
$5.95

American Political History

*A GOOD AMERICAN FAMILY By David
Maraniss. In a riveting account with powerful
resonance today, the author captures the
pervasive fear and paranoia that gripped
America during the Red Scare of the 1950s
through the chilling yet reaffirming story of his
father’s ordeal, from blacklisting to vindication.
This title evokes the political dysfunctions of
the 1950s while underscoring what it means to
be American. 16 pages of photos. 416 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00
Item #2973421
$7.95

Politicians, Royalty & Revolutionaries
THE RESISTIBLE RISE OF BENJAMIN
NETANYAHU By Neill Lochery. The first major
English-language biography of the divisive and
controversial Prime Minister of Israel,
chronicling not only his life but also the issues
his career has encompassed: the rise of militant
Islam; the politics of oil; America’s changing
role in the Middle East; and more. 16 pages of
photos. 378 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00
Item #6767206
$7.95
STANTON: Lincoln’s War Secretary By
Walter Stahr. The amazing story of Lincoln’s
secretary of war, Edwin Stanton, the most
powerful and contradictory of the men close to
the president. In this, the first full biography of
Stanton in fifty years, Stahr restores this
complicated American hero to his proper
place in our national story. Illus. 743 pages.
S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00
Item #3693619
$7.95
*RICHARD II: A Brittle Glory By Laura Ashe.
Richard II came to the throne as a child, and
throughout his reign he suffered from the
disastrous combination of an exalted sense of his
own divine power and an inability to use it, finally
succumbing to a coup, imprisonment and a lonely
death. A dazzling account of a figure who could
not live up to the brittle glory of his image. Illus.
126 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.
Item #2820811
$7.95

*PRESIDENTIAL SCANDALS: Jefferson
to Obama P ro v i d e s a s e a r i n g a n d
entertaining exploration of the presidential
scandals in chronological order, starting with
the founders of the United States, who we’ve
voted into office and trusted with our future. A
balanced and thought-provoking resource
with thematic articles, bold infographics, and
stunning images. 132 pages. Lightning
Guides. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99
Item #6786057
$6.95
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*KATHERINE HOWARD: Henry VIII’s
Slandered Queen By Conor Byrne. Who
was the real Katherine Howard and has
society been wrong to judge her so harshly
for the past 500 years? Using the results of
six years of research to challenge the
long-help assumptions about the Queen,
Byrne argues that Katherine’s notorious
reputation is unfounded and Byrne offers
new insights into her activities and behavior as consort. Color
illus. 223 pages. History Press. Pub. at $32.95
Item #3728668
$26.95
*GUARDING DIANA: Protecting the
Princess Around the World By Ken Wharfe
with R. Jobson. Wherever Princess Diana
went, she was shadowed by her Scotland Yard
personal protection officer, Inspector Ken
Wharfe. His job was to keep her safe–even if it
meant sacrificing his own life. Here he shares
the experience he alone enjoyed by Diana’s
side: an extraordinary friendship and journey.
16 pages of color photos. 256 pages. John Blake. Pub. at $26.95
Item #6781187
$21.95
*CHARLES I: An Abbreviated Life By Mark
Kishlansky. Charles I, the martyr king, dominates
one of the most painful periods in British history,
in which civil war and revolution led to his violent
death. Kishlansky creates a fresh new portrait of
one of the most moral, loyal, artistically minded
and yet disastrous, of all of Britain’s rulers. Illus.
120 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.
Item #2820617
$7.95
PISTOLEROS! VOLUME I–1918: The
Chronicles of Farquhar McHarg In
Barcelona, 1976, gunmen murdered
McHarg’s friend and fellow anarchist,
inspiring him to document his own story
before being silenced. This first volume of his
memoirs finds him a Glasgow boy, dropped
into Barcelona’s revolutionary underworld at
the end of the great imperialist war of
1914-1918. 244 pages. PM Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
Item #5764025
$5.95
*FREDERIK VII: The Giver of the
Constitution By Jens Gunni Busck. Details
the life of Frederik VII who ruled Denmark
from 1848 until 1863. In 1849 he introduced
Denmark’s first constitution and despite his
great weaknesses as a ruler, he is one of the
most remarkable figures among the Danish
monarchs. Well illus. in color. 60 pages.
Historika. Pub. at $15.00
Item #2913976
$9.95

Politicians, Royalty & Revolutionaries
*DONALD TRUMP: The Candidate By
Gwenda Blair. Blair offers new insight into the
man who seems to have it all and is now
making a run for the highest office in the
country–the presidency. You’ll also get a
glimpse of the person who may ultimately
decide the fate of the Trump brand: Donald
Trump, Jr., the real-life apprentice who hopes
to put his own inprint on his father’s empire.
303 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
Item #576677X
$11.95
*CONSTANTINE: Pocket Giants By Werner
de Saeger. Why is Constantine a giant? Because
he gave Christians freedom of religion. Yet also
because he radically changed our society, in
particular church and state relations. Because
his changes in government, religion, and art are
so enormous, we still see the consequences of
his decisions to this very day. 128 pages. History
Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
Item #6981852
$5.95
*LIFE AND CAMPAIGNS OF THE BLACK
PRINCE By Richard Barber. Edward of
Woodstock, eldest son of Edward III, known as
the Black Prince, is one of those heroes of
history books so impressive as to seem slightly
unreal. His exploits were chronicled by Jean
Froissart, writing three or four decades after the
events he describes. There are other sources
much closer to the events, and it is on these
that the present volume draws. Illus. 139 pages. Boydell.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item #3724050
$17.95
*THE YOUNG VICTORIA By Deirdre
Murphy. This beautifully, extensively
researched volume investigates the birth
and early life of one of the most familiar
British monarchs, Queen Victoria. A wealth
of material, including many unexamined
sources and unpublished images, sheds
new light on Victoria’s youth. The author
paints a vivid picture of Victoria’s early
years. 224 pages. Yale. 8x10¼. Pub. at $45.00
Item #2980673
$24.95

General History
OFF THE RADAR: A Father’s Secret, a
Mother’s Heroism, and a Son’s Quest By
Cyrus M. Copeland. An intensely personal
story that brings history down to a human
scale. It paints a vivd portrait of the chaos after
the fall of the Shah and the creation of the
Islamic Republic. The Copeland family is a
lens onto the dissolving relations between the
two countries. A dynamic blend of reportage,
historical drama, and a son’s memoir of his father. Photos.
350 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.95
Item #5945917
$5.95

General History
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THE HISTORY OF PRESTON GUILD:
England’s Greatest Carnival By Alan
Crosby. Covers the organization and the
celebrations of the Guild from 1179 to 2012.
Crosby tells the story in fascinating detail, and
reflects on the many changes that the Guild
has undergone, while highlighting the
extraordinary sense of continuity over more
than eight centuries. 32 pages of illus.
246 pages. Carnegie. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95
Item #6754198
$5.95
*CRUCIBLE: Thirteen Months That
Forged Our World By Jonathan Fenby. The
gripping story of the pivotal changes that
played out across the globe in the space of
thirteen months during 1947 and 1948. This
momentous period saw the beginnings of the
Cold War between Joseph Stalin’s Soviet
Russia and the Western powers under the
untried leadership of Harry Truman, with
America coming to play a global role for the first time. 16 pages
of photos. 596 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00
Item #2965992
$15.95
THIS PROGRAM IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY.
. .: Distributing Television News Online By
Joshua A. Braun. Using fieldwork and
exclusive interviews within MSNBC, Braun
uncovers and explains how online distribution
networks are forged and how the work of
maintaining them has rapidly become central
to the media landscape. Illus. 323 pages. Yale.
Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00
Item #6943802
$7.95
*SECRET WHITECHAPEL By L. Berk & R.
Kolsky. Takes you on a journey through the
lesser-known sights of Whitechapel, telling
the extraordinary stories of the people that
lived there and the events surrounding them.
Spanning from the seventeenth century to
the modern day, this work brings to life one
of London’s most fascinating areas. Well
illus., most in color. 96 pages. Amberley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6846831
$11.95
*THE MAN WITH THE SAWED-OFF LEG:
And Other Tales of a New York City Block By
Daniel J. Wakin. The fascinating story of the
inhabitants of the townhouses on Manhattan’s
stately Riverside Drive. For the first fifty years of
the twentieth century these included a wide
range of people from gangsters to industrialists
and from movie stars to mafia dons. This one
block in a burgeoning city saw it all. Photos.
205 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $22.99
Item #6806457
$11.95

ADDICTED TO OUTRAGE: How Thinking
Like a Recovering Addict Can Heal the
Country By Glenn Beck. America is addicted
to outrage. We’re at the height of a twenty year
bender, and we need an intervention.
Addresses how America has become more
and more irrational and divided, both
politically and socially. This is a timely and
necessary guide for how Americans, right and
left, can overcome this addiction before it’s too late. 379 pages.
Threshold Editions. Pub. at $28.00
Item #3805999
$3.95
MESSING WITH THE ENEMY: Surviving in a
Social Media World of Hackers, Terrorists,
Russians, and Fake News By Clint Watts. The
author, who testified in front of the Senate Select
Intelligence Committee regarding Russian
interference on the 2016 election, introduces us
to a frightening world in which terrorists and
cyber criminals don’t just hack your computer,
they also hack your mind. Watts gives us an
urgent guide for living safe and smart in a super connected world.
308 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
Item #3874230
$5.95
*FEAR: Trump in the White House By
Bob Woodward. Reveals in unprecedented
detail the harrowing life inside President
Donald Trump’s White House and precisely
how he makes decisions on major foreign and
domestic policies. Woodward draws from
hundreds of hours of interviews with firsthand
sources, meeting notes, personal diaries,
files and documents to present the inside
story on President Trump. 16 pages of color photos. 420 pages.
S&S. Pub. at $30.00
Item #6993192
$11.95
THE DANGER WITHIN US: America’s
Untested, Unregulated Medical Device
Industry and One Man’s Battle to Survive
It By Jeanne Lenzer. A shocking expose of the
dangerously under regulated medical device
industry that is a leading cause of death for
Americans. The author reveals the sickness of
our greed driven medical establishment and
its unseen casualties, while it also points the
way toward a cure suggesting how we might reform the flawed
systems we depend on for our very lives. 329 pages. Little,
Brown. Pub. at $28.00
Item #290540X
$5.95
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BIOCIDAL: Confronting the Poisonous
Legacy of PCBs By Ted Dracos. An investigative
journalist tells the full story of PCBs for the first
time, drawing on extensive research to document
the connection between PCBs and catastrophic
human illness, and presenting the latest science
as studies draw ever more disturbing links
between PCBs and continued health impacts.
294 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00
Item #2931427
$5.95
CHOSEN COUNTRY: A Rebellion in the West
By James Pogue. An extraordinary inside look at
America’s militia movement that shows a
country at the crossroads of class, culture, and
insurrection. Pogue examines the underpinnings
of this rural uprising and struggles to reconcile
diverging ideas of freedom, tracing a cultural
fault line that spans the nation. 289 pages. Holt.
Pub. at $28.00
Item #2860376
$6.95
WHERE WE GO FROM HERE: Two Years in
the Resistance By Bernie Sanders. In these
dangerous and unprecedented times, it has
been more difficult than ever to maintain a
vibrant democracy. Sanders shows that we can
repair the damage Trump has done, and create a
nation based on the principles of economic,
social, racial, and environmental justice.
270 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99
Item #3694739
$5.95
LIBERATING MINDS: The Case for College
in Prison By Ellen Condliffe Lagemann. Many
college in prison graduates achieve success
and the positive ripple effects for their families
and communities, and for the country as a
whole, are dramatic. The author tells the stories
of many formerly incarcerated students and the
remarkable transformations in their lives.
228 pages. New Press. Pub. at $26.95
Item #2870207
$5.95
*WHY WE ELECT NARCISSISTS AND
SOCIOPATHS: And How We Can Stop! By
Bill Eddy. In this provocative work, Eddy
describes how dangerous high-conflict
personalities have gained power in
governments worldwide, and what citizens can
do to keep them out of office. Eddy brings his
deep psychotherapeutic experience to bear on
a previously unidentified phenomenon that
presents a real threat to the world, and shows how we can stop them.
203 pages. Berrett-Koehler. Pub. at $24.95
Item #2982889
$13.95

Current Events & Issues

Current Events & Issues

Catastrophes & Disasters

*ALT-AMERICA: The Rise of the Radical
Right in the Age of Trump By David Neiwert.
The author provides a deeply researched and
authoritative report on the growth of fascism and
far right terrorism in the United States. Including
the most in-dept investigation of Trump’s ties to
the far right, this is a crucial account about one of
the most disturbing aspects of American society.
456 pages. Verso. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #2844621
$7.95
*SWAMP WARS: Donald Trump and the
New American Populism vs. the Old
Order By Jeffrey Lord. Dissecting the Swamp
Wars, Lord lays out in hilarious detail the
players and their shady tactics, and most
importantly, he provides sage advice on how
the New Populists can make their insurgency
permanent, at last ending The Swamp’s
corrupt stranglehold on American politics.
247 pages. Bombardier Books. Pub. at $27.00
Item #2992019
$9.95
TO PROTECT AND SERVE: How to Fix
America’s Police By Norm Stamper. Stamper
delivers a revolutionary new model for American
law enforcement: the community-based police
department. It calls for fundamental changes in
the federal government’s role in local policing as
well as citizen participation in all aspects of
police operations. 309 pages. Nation Books.
Pub. at $27.99
Item #6579957
$7.95
*OUR DAMAGED DEMOCRACY: We the
People Must Act By Joseph A. Califano, Jr.
With decades of experience as a leader in
government, law and business, Califano has
the perspective to see the big picture of
American democracy. He finds the faults and
features on both sides of the aisle and makes
the urgent case that we do not need to agree,
but we do need to trust each other to make
government work again. 317 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $27.00
Item #6815200
$5.95
*A CRISIS WASTED: Barack Obama’s
Defining Decisions By Reed Hundt. Hundt
describes the decisions that Obama made
between September 2008 and his inauguration
on January 20, 2009, that determined the fate
of his presidency, and discusses how the
results could have been different. His
momentous decisions led to Donald Trump, for
Obama the worst person imaginable, taking his
place eight years later. 370 pages. RosettaBooks. Pub. at $27.50
Item #291932X
$9.95

*A NATION UNMADE BY WAR By Tom
Engelhardt. The author argues, despite having
a more massive, technologically advanced,
and better-funded military than any other
power on the planet, in more than a decade
and a half of constant war across the Greater
Middle East and parts of Africa, the U.S. has
won nothing, while only contributing to a
world growing more chaotic by the second.
180 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
Item #6896618
$11.95

*THE CAMP CREEK TRAIN CRASH OF
1900: In Atlanta or in Hell By Jeffery C.
Wells. On June 23, 1900, the Southern
Railroad Company’s Engine #7 and its
passengers were greeted by a tremendous
storm en route to Atlanta, Georgia, resulting in
a catastrophe when the bridge collapsed
beneath them at Camp Creek. Wells recounts
this tragic tale. Illus. 90 pages. History Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
Item #3832457
$14.95

Social Customs & Pop Culture

Crimes, Conspiracies & Mysteries

GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN
1944 Ed. by Richard Stenhouse. Turn
back the clock to 1944 and take a look
at daily life through the eyes of a typical
American family. The editors of Good
Old Days magazine have teamed up
with The Saturday Evening Post to bring
you this sentimental journey into the
past. Fully illus., most in color.
128 pages. Annie’s. Pub. at $19.99
Item #6957900
$5.95
*RADIO FLYER: 100 Years of
America’s Little Red Wagon By
Robert Pasin with C. Adler. This
beautifully illustrated keepsake
pays homage to an American icon
as it celebrates its first centennial
anniversary and embarks on its
next 100 years. The authors
chronicle the history of this classic
brand for the first time, including dozens of recollections from
fans of the “Little Red Wagon” across the country. 160 pages.
HarperDesign. Pub. at $24.99
Item #2816490
$9.95

OVERKILL By Lyn Riddle. Laurie Show was as
compassionate as she was hard-working, and she
befriended a dejected classmate after his
traumatic breakup with his pregnant girlfriend
Michelle Lambert. But things spiraled into jealous
obsession, stalking, and a brutal attack that left
Laurie murdered. This shocking story includes the
latest updates on the killer, her accomplices, and
others involved in this case. 16 pages of photos.
336 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99
Item #2976609
$3.95
CONSPIRACIES DECLASSIFIED: The
Skeptoid Guide to the Truth Behind the
Theories By Brian Dunning. Gives you the
rundown on fifty famous conspiracies
throughout history. From JFK’s assassination
and the Lucifer Project to chemtrails and
reptoids, you’ll discover what really happened
as well as how the conspiracies came to be.
There are three sides to every story. This
skeptic’s guide is here to give you the one you want to know.
256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
Item #289257X
$4.95
*DARK FLEET: The Secret Nazi Space
Program and the Battle for the Solar
System By Len Kasten. Reveals in startling
detail how the Nazi-Reptilian alliance used
their power, wealth, and influence to launch a
secret space program with interstellar
spaceports in Antarctica and on Mars as well
as a base of operations on the Moon in their
attempt to achieve total dominance of the
planet and the solar system. Photos, some in color. 214 pages.
Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
Item #3952886
$12.95

Catastrophes & Disasters
*TRAIN CRASH AT CRUSH, TEXAS:
America’s Deadliest Publicity Stunt By Mike
Cox. Crush, Texas, September, 1896. The staging
ground for a publicity stunt ramming two trains
together at top speed. But when elephant-sized
chunks of steam locomotive began raining down
into the packed stands of observers, the
extravaganza quickly unraveled into one of the
Lone Star State’s most confounding tragedies.
Photos. 223 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #3772152
$17.95
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UFO & ALIEN MANAGEMENT By Dinah
Roseberry. With this guide to discovering,
evaluating, and directing sightings,
abductions, and contactee experiences, you
will discover how to bring memories of a
UFO sighting or abduction to the light of day
via a visualization technique that will allow
you to revisit past incidents. 80 pages.
Schiffer. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item #290795X
$6.95
*BLACK DAHLIA, RED ROSE: The Crime,
Corruption, and Cover-Up of America’s
Greatest Unsolved Murder By Piu Eatwell.
Separating fact from fantasy, Eatwell exposes the
truth behind the sinewy networks of a noir-tinged
Hollywood and at long last accords the Elizabeth
Short case its due resolution. The author
provides a reliable and enduring account of one
of the most notorious unsolved murders in
American history. Photos. 350 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95
Item #6886485
$15.95
*DVD AMERICAN HEROIN ADDICTS
We live in a world where people feel escape
is their only alternative. As a result, people
have turned to drugs to cope with their lives,
only to destroy the life they are trying to
sustain. This documentary covers the ever
growing drug problem that is slowly taking
over America. Not Rated. 70 minutes.
Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95
Item #2958163
$14.95
*MURDER, MUTINY & MAYHEM: The
Blackest-Hearted Villains from Irish
History By Joe O’Shea. Collects the stories of
the Irish slavers, grave-robbers, duellists,
conmen, murderers, drug-lords and pirates
who wreaked havoc around the world. Illus.
224 pages. O’Brien Press. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.95
Item #3865614
$16.95
*SILAS JAYNE: Chicago’s Suburban
Gangster By Bryan Alaspa. His name might not
have the same notoriety that belonged to Al
Capone or John Wayne Gacy, but Silas Jayne’s
life carved a similarly brutal arc through the
Windy City’s history. Here is the never before told
story of Chicago’s most savage suburban
gangster. Photos. 109 pages. History Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #3836002
$15.95

Crimes, Conspiracies & Mysteries
*SMALDONE: The Untold Story of an
American Crime Family By Dick Kreck. In
collaboration with the Smaldone family, Kreck
captures the complexity of this local crime
syndicate, revealing what it meant to be in the
mob and the love and dysfunction that is part
of every American family. Photos. 276 pages.
Fulcrum. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #2916215
$13.95
*OKLAHOMA SCOUNDRELS: History’s
Most Notorious Outlaws, Bandits &
Gangsters By R.B. Smith & L.J. Yadon. Early
Oklahoma was a haven for violent outlaws and
a death trap for deputy U.S. marshals. The
infamous Doolin gang’s OK Hotel gunfight left
five dead, and killers like Bible-quoting choir
leader Deacon Jim Miller wreaked havoc. The
authors dispel myths surrounding some of the
most significant lawbreakers in Sooner history. Photos.
122 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #3771970
$17.95
*POISON: A History By Jenni Davis. From
ancient civilizations of Greece and Rome to
the very latest uses in the twenty-first century,
each story is set in its historical context and
includes the motive, circumstances, means,
and outcome. This is the fascinating story of
this dark, deadly, and most secretive of arts,
chronicling famous and infamous
poisonings. Well illus., some in color.
192 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item #2936984
$9.95
*DVD 13 TIMES EVIL From the first
documented serial killer who massacred
over 200 people to the man they called the
Night Stalker, the gruesome and depraved
list is long. Explore the darkness that haunts
our souls and takes some over the
precipice, with 13 of the most evil people to
have walked the earth. Not Rated. 67
minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95
Item #2958120
$9.95
*SHADOW MASTERS By Daniel Estulin.
Examines how behind-the-scenes collaboration
between governments, intelligence agencies,
big business, drug traffickers and “terrorists” has
lined the pockets of the elite and has contributed
to the destruction of sovereign nation-states.
Photos. 357 pages. Trine Day. Paperbound. Pub.
at $24.95
Item #6662862
$19.95

Crimes, Conspiracies & Mysteries
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*A U S T R A L I A N B U S H R A NG E R S
1788-1880: Men-at-Arms 525 By Ian
Knight. Traces the story of bushranging and
law enforcement alike, illustrated with prints
and early photos, and with striking new color
plates detailing the appearance of
bushrangers and of the soldiers and police
who hunted them down. 48 pages. Osprey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00
Item #2973693
$13.95
BLUE: The LAPD and the Battle to Redeem
American Policing By Joe Domanick. An
award-winning journalist reveals the troubled
history of American policing over the last quarter
century. It begins in the 1990s with the Rodney
King incident and ends in 2015 as events in Los
Angeles, New York, Baltimore, and Ferguson
raise alarms about the new strategies and the
militarization of force practiced by police
departments today. 437 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00
Item #2859858
$5.95
*THE EDGE OF MALICE: The Marie
Grossman Story By David P. Miraldi. The
true story about struggle, determination, and
a quest for justice. The author, an attorney,
places the reader into the swirling currents of
the courtroom where no outcome is ever
c e r t a i n . 2 4 0 p a g e s. P ro m e t h e u s .
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #3885518
$12.95
THE CONQUEST OF DEATH: Violence and
the Birth of the Modern English State By
Matthew Lockwood. The author explores the
history of crime, homicide, and suicide in
England over four centuries through the office
of the coroner. The office was established to
investigate violent or suspicious deaths.
Weaving together strands of social, legal,
economic, and political history, this narrative
will interest scholars across a range of fields. 404 pages. Yale.
Pub. at $85.00
Item #3712869
$5.95
*MURDER IN ROANOKE COUNTY By John
D. Long. A story of violence, bigamy, race and a
quest for justice played out in the mountains of
southwestern Virginia in 1891. The tale of the
trial of Charles Watkins for the murder of his wife
was marked by threats of lynching, a fugitive
manhunt, a disappearing witness, mistaken
identities, claims of insanity and finally a secret
letter to break the case wide open. Photos.
190 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #3782263
$13.95

*MURDER AT THE BROWN PALACE: A
True Story of Seduction and Betrayal By
Dick Kreck. On May 24, 1911, one of the most
notorious murders in Denver’s history
occurred. The riveting tale involves high
society, adultery, drugs, multiple murder, and
more, all set in Denver’s grand old hotel, the
Brown Palace. This tragic story of a crime of
passion is one readers won’t be able to put
down. Illus. 214 pages. Fulcrum. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
Item #2782081
$13.95
*MURDER & MAYHEM ON OHIO’S RAILS
By Jane Ann Turzillo. Ride Ohio’s rails with some
of the bravest trainmen and most vicious killers
and robbers to ever roll down the tracks. Discover
how Alvin Karpis knocked off an Erie Railroad
train and escaped with $34,000, and much more.
Make no mistake–railroading was a dangerous
job in bygone days. Photos. 126 pages. History
Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #3774341
$13.95
*INTERPRETING THE RIPPER LETTERS:
Missed Clues and Reflections on Victorian
Society By M.J. Trow. Describes the sick, the
perverted, the twisted souls who put pen to
paper purporting to be the Whitechapel Killer,
or suggested ever more lurid ways in which he
could be caught. Innocent men were put in the
frame by Victorian trouble-makers who would
be perfectly at home with today’s Internet trolls,
pointing cruel fingers in almost perfect anonymity. Illus. 185 pages.
Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95
Item #3723585
$26.95
*THE HUNT FOR THE LAST PUBLIC
ENEMY IN NORTHEASTERN OHIO By Julie
A. Thompson. Tells the true story of Alvin
“Creepy” Karpis’s life and career, a riveting
tale taking readers from rural Kansas and Ohio
to the bustling streets of the big Easy and into
the bleak innards of “the Rock.” Well illus.
206 pages. History Press. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.99
Item #2955601
$13.95
*NOTORIOUS NASHVILLE: Scoundrels,
Rogues & Outlaws By Brian Allison. Many
people know Nashville for the bright lights and
nonstop music, but it also has a history that
doesn’t make it into the guide books. Hangings
for horse theft and larceny, a deadly family feud,
and the James brothers return to Tennessee. This
work recounts these and more stories of
infamous crimes and criminals in Nashville.
Illus. 142 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #2946025
$11.95
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Crimes, Conspiracies & Mysteries
*MYSTERY, MILLIONS & MURDER IN
NORTH JERSEY By John E. O’Rourke. Sidney
Reso, the president of Exxon International was
discovered missing. Over the next two months,
law enforcement received cryptic
communications that led to a cat and mouse
chase for those responsible. This kidnapping
gone bad had authorities struggling to solve the
case. The author recounts the crime that brought
the nation’s eyes to North Jersey. Illus. 174 pages. History Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #2945975
$9.95
*LANDRU’S SECRET: The Deadly
Seductions of France’s Lonely Hearts
Serial Killer By Richard Tomlinson. Two
indomitable young sleuths join forces to track
down the killer of their sisters, yet Henri
Desire Landru, a 50 year old swindler, may
still escape justice. A murder case with no
bodies, a gallery packed with celebrities from
Maurice Chevalier to Rudyard Kipling, this is
the fascinating story of a serial killer in war-torn Paris. 16 pages
of photos. 312 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95
Item #2880032
$24.95
*POLICING FERGUSON, POLICING
AMERICA By Thomas Jackson. The former
police chief of Ferguson, Missouri speaks out
about media and law enforcement in the wake of
August 2014. For the first time, Jackson tells the
full story, sharing his thoughts about the steps
we can take to improve lives and restore the trust
between police and the communities they serve.
221 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99
Item #6676332
$5.95

Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals
RACEHOSS: Big Emma’s Boy By Albert
Race Sample. In his early twenties, Albert
Race Sample was sentenced to twenty and
thirty years to run concurrently in the Texas
prison syste m. A p rofound spirit ual
awakening was a decisive moment for him,
and he became determined to turn his life
around. When he was finally released in 1972,
he did just that. This is Sample’s extraordinary
memoir. 399 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00
Item #2858649
$5.95

Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals
*FOUR WHITE HORSES AND A BRASS
BAND By Violet McNeal. The true story of Violet
McNeal’s life on the road, from diamond-laden
champagne parties to near-death withdrawal
sickness in an Arizona jail. In between the highs
and lows, she traveled North America in search of
the next rube to con, product to shill, and chump
to hustle out of his bankroll. Illus. 216 pages.
Feral House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #3775364
PRICE CUT to $7.95
*THE PERFECT FASCIST: A Story of Love,
Power, and Morality in Mussolini’s Italy By
Victoria de Grazia. Pivoting from the intimate
story of a tempestuous seduction and
inconvenient marriage to a riveting account of
Mussonlini’s rise and fall, the author invites us to
see in the vain, loyal, lecherous, and impetuous
Attilio Teruzzi, an exemplar of fascism’s New
Man, a forefather of the illiberal politicians of
today. Photos. 517 pages. Belknap. Pub. at $35.00
Item #3951596
$27.95
*THE MILLIONAIRE WAS A SOVIET
MOLE: The Twisted Life of David Karr By
Harvey Klehr. By the time he died in Paris in
1979, Karr had reinvented himself numerous
times. With three ex-wives, one widow, five
children, an outdated will, and millions of
dollars in assets, Karr’s estate took a decade to
unravel. Based on extensive archival research
and numerous interviews, Klehr aims to unravel
the perplexing question of whose side Karr was on during his
tumultuous career. 272 pages. Encounter Books. Pub. at $25.99
Item #369397X
$14.95

Ghosts
PHILLY’S MAIN LINE HAUNTS By Laurie
Hull. Explore Philadelphia’s Main Line where
there are a multitude of haunted locations. Find
out what lurks in the lagoon at Westminster
Cemetery, meet the ghosts of Harrison House,
walk the haunted halls of higher learning at Bryn
Mawr College, and more. Illus. 160 pages.
Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
Item #284351X
$6.95

Ghosts
ANN ARBOR AREA GHOSTS By Mimi
Uptergrove. Sightings of ghosts and the
sounds of disembodied voices and phantom
footsteps in Ann Arbor have been reported by
professors, storeowners, musicians, and
more. In this fascinating volume, you’ll tour
the bizarre, and even humorous side of ghost
hunting in this unique and historic section of
Michigan. Illus. 160 pages. Schiffer.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2981327
$6.95
*GLACIER GHOST STORIES By Karen
Stevens. Renowned worldwide for its magnificent
peaks and pristine wilderness, Glacier National
Park is rich in legend and lore. Some of the
stories are chilling, others poignant. Are the
stories true? When shadows swirl like phantoms
across the mountains and campfires flicker dimly
in the dark, anything seems possible. 103 pages.
Riverbend. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
Item #6981313
$7.95
*MORE HAUNTED MONTANA By Karen
Stevens. A certified ghost hunter focuses on
haunted sites of historic interest that are open
to the public in Montana. You’ll find 34 spooky
stories from all over the state, from the historic
Bitterroot Valley to the starkly beautiful prairies
o f t h e e a s t . 24 0 p a g e s. R i v e r b e n d .
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
Item #291686X
$5.95
*GHOSTS OF YORKTOWN, VIRGINIA: A
Haunted Tour Guide By Jeffrey Santos.
Yorktown, Virginia, is a picturesque historic
colonial village with a dark history of war and
bloodshed. Through legends, interviews and
paranormal ghost investigations, tour over 25
haunted locations to experience the spirits that
have lingered behind. Each story provides
touring and historical information for your
visit. Illus. 112 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
Item #6892108
$9.95

Occult

History & Sociology of Religion

*A F R I C A N
COWRIE
SHELLS
DIVINATION: History, Theory & Practice
By Zolrak. Originated by the Yoruba people of
West Africa, divination with cowrie shells is
one of the oldest known spiritual practices in
the world. Zolrak provides the meaning of the
sixteen cowrie shell combinations as well as
tips and variations for readings based on the
specific question being asked. 227 pages.
Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #2938952
$14.95
*KINGDOM OF THE DWARFS
C o n t a in s n u m e ro u s p re v i o u sl y
unpublished illustrations and extensively
updated text to reflect key discoveries in
the field of historical dwarf research.
Scholars attempting to reconstruct the
history of ancient times have come to the
conclusion that dwarfs were, in fact, a
technologically advanced race that
preceded our own. IDW Publishing. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $29.99
Item #2853752
$13.95
*VOYAGE OF PURPOSE: Spiritual
Wisdom from Near-Death Back to Life By
D. Bennett & C. Griffith-Bennett. After being
caught in a violent storm off the coast of
California, Bennett drowned, and while
technically dead, he met beings of light,
relived his life, and peeked into his future,
resulting in a complete paradigm shift for
him, which he reveals in this fascinating
memoir. 149 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
Item #298363X
$9.95
*RAISING FAITH: A True Story of Raising
a Child Psychic-Medium By Claire Waters.
One family’s extraordinary experiences with
their young daughter’s ability to communicate
with spirits, and the inspirational lessons
learned on their journey. 108 pages. 6th
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
Item #2924412
$5.95

*THE HA NDY CHRIS TIANITY
ANSWER BOOK By Stephen A. Werner.
An accessible, enlightening, and
informative look at one of the world’s most
important religions. This handy tome
clearly explains how different Christians
think and describes the historical schisms
and div isions am ong d ifferent
denominations. Learn about the teachings
of Jesus, the Bible, Christian celebrations, sacraments, and
more. Illus. 400 pages. Visible Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95
Item #2908638
$16.95
*A SHORT HISTORY OF MEDIEVAL
CHRISTIANITY By G.R. Evans. Ranging
widely, from the fall of Rome to the innovative
ideas of the Reformation, the author addresses
vital topics like the appeal of monasticism, the
lure of the Crusades, the rise of the friars and
the acute crisis of heresy. As the author
reveals, medieval Christianity was shaped
above all by its promise of salvation or eternal
perdition. 252 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
Item #281269X
$9.95

Occult
*THROUGH MY EYES: A Medium Reveals
the Reassuring Truth About the Afterlife By
Gordon Smith. Walking the reader through his
spirit-filled world, Smith opens a window into
his life to describe how the world looks through
his eyes. In relating the stories of the people he
has helped, Smith hopes that this volume will
offer great wisdom, comfort, and practical
advice to those seeking answers about the
afterlife. 265 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
Item #2837188
$11.95

History & Sociology of Religion
*GOD: A Human History By Reza Aslan.
Explores humanity’s quest to make sense of
the divine and sounds a call to embrace a
deeper understanding of God. With thoughtful,
accessible scholarship, Aslan narrates the
history of religion as one long and remarkably
cohesive attempt to know the divine by giving
it human traits and emotions. 298 pages.
Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #2942798
$12.95
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Bible & Biblical Studies
WHAT IS THE BIBLE? By Rob Bell. Provides
surprising insights and answers about how
the Bible actually works as a source of faith
and guidance, showcasing a brand-new way
of reading this sacred text. Bell takes us deep
into actual passages, revealing not only the
humanity behind the scriptures but the
revelation that one cannot get to the holy
without going through the human. 322 pages.
HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99
Item #3899500
$5.95
* 9 COMMON LIES CHRISTIANS
BELIEVE: And Why God’s Truth Is
Infinitely Better By Shane Pruitt. Tackles
popular one-liners that have wormed their way
into our Christian vernacular, including “God
gained another angel,” “Follow your heart,”
and “God just wants me to be happy.” Instead
we should focus our minds on the Word of
God, because Scripture offers more than
one-liners intended to comfort; it offers an invitation to know God
Himself. 212 pages. Multnomah. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
Item #2903350
$9.95

Bible & Biblical Studies
*GOD’S FAVORITES: Judaism,
Christianity, and the Myth of Divine
Chosenness By Michael Coogan. Explains the
temporally layered and allusive storytelling of
biblical texts and describes the world of the
ancient Near East from which it emerged, laying
bare the power struggles and persecutions
made sacred by claims of chosenness. Coogan
demystifies religious texts, both in their original
contexts and in their afterlives, and demands that our actions be
based on clear moral thinking. 170 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $24.95
Item #2943441
$9.95
*THE GENESIS GENEALOGIES: God’s
Administration in the History of Redemption
By Abraham Park. A complete chronological
Biblical timeline from Adam to the Exodus,
including the duration of construction of Noah’s
ark. With this study, readers can more deeply
understand the layers of meanings that Genesis
offers. 254 pages. Periplus. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99
Item #6888259
$5.95
*W H AT W O U L D J U DA S D O ?
Understanding Faith Through the Most
Famous of the Faithless By John Perritt.
Looks at the life of Judas, the experiences he
had living with Christ, the things he would
have seen and heard, and his terrible final
resolve. 188 pages. Christian Focus.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item #6568572
$5.95

Religion and Spirituality
*THE URANTIA BOOK: Revealing the
Mysteries of God, the Universe, World
History, Jesus, and Ourselves First
published in 1955. Written in the form of a
revelation by celestial beings, the book’s
material covers a broad spectrum of inquiry,
from the genesis, history, and destiny of the
human race, to our collective and individual
relationships with God the Father. It proposes a
consistent and compelling integration of scientific, philosophic, and
religious thought. Beautifully bound with golden edges. Boxed.
2097 pages. Urantia Foundation. Pub. at $39.95
Item #6623662
$29.95

Religion and Spirituality

Religion and Spirituality

ZEN KOANS: Dimensions o f As ian
Spirituality By Steven Heine. Introduces and
analyzes the classic background of texts and
rites and explores the contemporary
significance of koans to illuminate the full
implications of this ongoing tradition. Illus.
195 pages. UHiP. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00
Item #4714474
$5.95
*RESURRECTION: Faith or Fact? By Carl
Stecher et al. Two renowned professors,
atheist Carl Stecher and Christian Craig
Blomberg, engage in a groundbreaking new
debate on this very question. A must-have
resource for skeptics and Christians alike who
want to determine for themselves the truth
behind this foundational doctrine of the
Christian faith. 296 pages. Pitchstone.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
Item #3692906
$13.95
*TRUE ANGEL STORIES: 777 Messages
of Hope and Inspiration By Diana Cooper.
Features exercises and visualizations that will
open you up to the wonders of the angelic
realms. Touching, uplifting, at times funny,
every page is full of reminders about how the
angels can transform your life every single
day, if you ask them to. 316 pages. Findhorn.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #2983605
$15.95
*THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD: The
Great Liberation Through Hearing in the
Bardo By Guru Rinpoche. In this classic scripture
of Tibetan Buddhism–traditionally read aloud to
the dying to help them attain liberation–death and
rebirth are seen as a process that provides an
opportunity to recognize the true nature of the
mind. 178 pages. Shambhala. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.95
Item #3729443
$9.95
*GODDESS RITUALS: Invoke the
Powers of the Goddesses to Improve Your
Life By Roni Jay. A fascinating guide to
popular and enduring goddesses from many
different spiritual traditions. Discover the
powers attributed to various goddesses from
the beginning of recorded history. As you
come to understand their powers, you will also
find the goddess that dwells within yourself.
Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Sterling Ethos. Pub. at $12.95
Item #368878X
$9.95

INEXHAUSTIBLE MYSTERY By A.H. Almaas.
The author opens our eyes to a different reality,
one that turns our familiar world inside out. We
need only to explore, with curiosity and love, our
true potential as human beings in order to
discover infinite depth and creativity in our lives
as we act and interact in the world. 378 pages.
Shambhala. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95
Item #3738426
$7.95
*TWO BUDDHAS SEATED SIDE BY
SIDE: A Guide to the Lotus Sutra By
D.S. Lopez Jr. & J.I. Stone. An invaluable
guide to an incomparable spiritual classic,
this reference unlocks the teachings of the
Lotus for modern readers while providing
insights into the central importance of
commentary as the vehicle by which
ancient writings are given contemporary
meaning. 296 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95
Item #3745325
$24.95
*SACRED ENERGIES OF THE SUN &
MOON: Shamanic Rites of Curanderismo By
Erika Buenaflor. In this hands-on guide to working
with the sacred energies of the sun, night sun,
and moon, the author details the rites, rituals, and
deities for each part of the day and night and
explores the sacred tools and techniques used by
ancient Mesoamerican shamans for harnessing
solar and lunar energies. 184 pages. Inner
Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #3953718
$13.95
*COMPASSION CONQUERS ALL:
Teachings on the Eight Verses of Mind
Transformation By Tsem Rinpoche. From
learning to cherish all beings as precious, to
realizing that those we perceived as enemies are
our supreme teachers, the teachings in this work
transport us into our innermost heart where we
discover that we are the light we have been
longing for. Indeed, compassion conquers all.
Photos. 155 pages. New Page Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
Item #2936550
$9.95
*L E T
MIRACLES
HAPPEN:
Understanding Your Own Power with Help
of the Akashic Records By Gabrielle Orr.
This resource is a toolbox to help you create
your own heaven on Earth. It is designed to
provide you with tools for your personal,
emotional, and spiritual evolution. These
guidelines will allow you to bring the parts of
you that are stuck in your past, into the present
moment, where you will then have the power to create a positive
future. 196 pages. Ozark Mountain. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.50
Item #2984334
$11.95
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Religion and Spirituality
THE HEART OF RAHNER: The Theological
Implications of Andrew Tallon’s Theory of
Triune Consciousness By Heidi Ann Russell.
Uses Tallon’s theory of triune consciousness, a
phenomenological approach in which the
affective, cognitive, and volitive intentionalities of
consciousness are all understood to be distinct
and equal without being separate faculties, as a
means of reinterpreting the theology of Karl
Rahner. 234 pages. Marquette UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00
Item #6966527
$7.95
*CONVERSATIONS WITH ERNEST: A
Special Tribute to the Life and Lasting
Influence of Dr. Ernest Holmes Ed. by Julie
Mierau. The readers of Guide for Spiritual
Living: Science of the Mind magazine were
asked to imagine what a conversation with
Ernest Holmes might be like. This title is the
result of readers contributing their imagined
conversations between Dr.Ernest Holmes,
and a variety of other people, visionaries and beings. Illus., many
in color. 140 pages. Spiritual Living. Pub. at $16.95
Item #2966867
$5.95
*PADMASAMBHAVA: The Great
Indian Pandit By Neten Chokling
Rinpoche. This simple yet deeply
illuminating volume, written by a
master himself and filled with beautiful
and rare illustrations, is a great example
of India’s timeless Buddhist heritage.
74 pages. Wisdom Tree. Pub. at $19.95
Item #2820943
$12.95
*STRANGE HEAVENS: The Celestial
Sphere and Influence on Mythology,
Religion, and Belief in the Paranormal By
Philip J. Imbrogno. Discover unique
perspective on the role of gods, goddesses,
aliens, angels, and other supernatural beings,
and learn about the role of the heavens in
ancient Greek philosophy as well as
fascin ati ng insig ht s from th e e arly
astronomers of China and India with this fascinating exploration.
325 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #2848821
$12.95

Religion and Spirituality
*THE COMPASSION REVOLUTION: 30
Days of Living from the Heart By Amy
Leigh Mercree. With uplifting stories,
contemplation prompts, meditations, and
other fun activities, this spiritually satisfying
guide will inspire you to tap into and embrace
your inner kindness. Take part in the
compassion movement with ideas like
technology curfews, personal dance parties,
and more. 217 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
Item #6615899
$6.95
* 10 BITS OF WISDOM FROM THE SHOE
SHINE GUY: A Transformed Life By John Early.
After living the American Dream for over 25 years,
Early suddenly had an encounter with God that
transformed his life forever. Here he shows all of
us–no matter our circumstance or how dark our
days may seem–that God is the light that can and
will transform your life. 202 pages. Waldorf
Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #5995361
$6.95

Economic History
FALSE ECONOMIES By S.D. Tucker. When it
comes to matters of the economy, have you
had enough of “experts” and their foolish,
untrue predictions? Well this volume tells the
story of some of the loopiest economic ideas
of all time. At least they’re funny. 320 pages.
Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95
Item #3795969
$6.95

Science & Invention
*CLOSE TO THE SUN: The Journey of a
Pioneer Hear t Surgeo n By Stuar t
Jamieson. This is the riveting account of Dr.
Stuart Jamieson’s pioneering work on the
anti-rejection drug cyclosporin, that would
help to make heart transplantation a routine
life saving operation. Jamieson is still in
practice today as he continues to train the
next generation of heart surgeons. His story is
the story of four decades of advances in heart surgery. Photos.
333 pages. RosettaBooks. Pub. at $27.99
Item #2915286
$13.95

Maritime History

Maritime History

RUN THE STORM: A Savage Hurricane, a
Brave Crew, and the Wreck of the SS El
Faro By George Michelsen Foy. On October 1,
2015, during its regular run between
Jacksonville, Florida, and Puerto Rico, the SS
El Faro disappeared in Hurricane Joaquin, a
Category 4 storm. Foy brings us a harrowing
account that grows intensely suspenseful as
deep-rooted flaws leading to the disaster
inexorably link together and worsen. Illus. 258 pages. Scribner.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00
Item #3838633
$4.95
*SHIPWRECKS OF LAKE ERIE: Tragedy
in the Quadrangle By David Frew. A veritable
graveyard, Lake Erie’s Quandrangle might be
responsible for more shipwrecks per square
mile than any other region in the world. The
author dives deep to discover the mysteries of
some of Lake Erie’s most notorious wrecks.
Illus. 141 pages. History Press. Paperbound.
Pub. at $19.99
Item #2946122
$15.95
*SHIPWRECKS OF THE CALIFORNIA
COAST: Wood to Iron, Sail to Steam By
Michael D. White. More than two thousand
ships have been lost along California’s 840
miles of coastline, Spanish galleons,
passenger liners, freighters, and schooners.
Some tragedies are marking points in U.S.
maritime history. Join the author as he
navigates the shoals of shipping mishaps with
both salvage stories and elegies to the departed. Illus.
173 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
Item #2946130
$15.95
ALFRED MYLNE: The
Leading Yacht Designer,
1896-1920 By Ian Nicolson
with D. Gray. Beautiful boats last
a long time, but ugly ones die
young. That is one reason why
there are so many Mylne
designed yachts still sailing,
even though some of them are well over 100 years old. The author
uses original plans from the archives of Mylne to demonstrate the
beauty of the earliest yacht designs and to tell Mylne’s story. Well
illus. in color. 160 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95
Item #2865181
$7.95

$17.99
Item #6844731

Ancient History

*THE FIRST FLEET By Rob Mundle. The
extraordinary eight month 17,000 nautical
mile voyage of the First Fleet. The author puts
you alongside Captain Arthur Phillip on the
quarterdeck of the Royal Navy escort, HMS
Sirus, as he commands his small armada of
11 ships, carrying over 1,420 men, women
and children, to the other side of the world.
347 pages. ABC Books. Paperbound. Pub. at
$9.95

Mythology & History
*THE LOST BOOK OF THE GRAIL By Caitlin
& John Matthews. Unveiling the long-forgotten
prequel to the Grail quest stories, the authors
examine The Elucidation of the Grail, a forgotten
13th century French text, and show how it offers
the key to understanding the sevenfold path of
the Grail and the deeper stories beneath the
Christian Grail narrative. Illus. 342 pages. Inner
Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99
Item #3723119
$11.95

Ancient History
30-SECOND ANCIENT GREECE By
Emma Aston et al. Presents a unique
insight into one of the most creative and
influential civilizations, where military
might and architectural brilliance
flourished alongside great rhetoric and
spellbinding stories of heroes. This is the
key to understanding the 50 crucial ideas
and innovations that developed and
defined one of the world’s greatest civilizations. Well illus. in
color. 160 pages. Ivy Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99
Item #3825418
$4.95

THE MAYAN CALENDAR AND THE
TRANSFORMATION
OF
CONSCIOUSNESS By Carl Johan Calleman.
Examines the Mayan calendar, which is not
keyed to the movement of planetary bodies.
Instead, it functions as a metaphysical map of
the evolution of consciousness and records
how spiritual time flows, providing a new
science of time. Illus. 287 pages. Bear &
Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
Item #2961342
$6.95
*ANTIPATER’S DYNASTY: Alexander the
Great’s Regent and His Successors By John
D. Grainger. Antipater was a key figure in the rise
of Macedon under Philip II and instrumental in
the succession of Alexander III (the Great).
Alexandeer entrusted Antipater with ruling
Macedon in his long absence and he defeated
the Spartans in 331 BC. Grainger relates this
period of history in his masterful and scholarly
narrative. 271 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95
Item #2888548
$29.95
*FOUR LOST CITIES: A Secret History of
the Urban Age By Annalee Newitz. Takes
readers on an entertaining and mind-bending
adventure into the deep history of urban life.
Investigating across the centuries and around
the world, Newitz explores the rise and fall of
four ancient cities, each the center of a
sophisticated civilization. Illus. 297 pages.
Norton. Pub. at $26.95
Item #4773845
$19.95
*COLLECTING FOR A NEW
WORLD: Treasures of the
Early Americas By John W.
Hessler. In describing for the first
time the journeys of the objects
themselves–via African
shipwrecks, secret meetings on
airstrips, discoveries in castle
libraries, and journeys into
unknown archaeological sites hidden deep in the jungles of
Guatemala–Hessler reveals the role played by private collectors who
contribute to the collective understanding of history and culture.
Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Giles. Pub. at $30.00
Item #3784347
$21.95

African History
BLOOD RIVER: The Terrifying Journey
Through the World’s Most Dangerous
Country By Tim Butcher. This absorbing
narrative chronicles Butcher’s 44-day journey
through the Congo. Following the route used by
Henry Morton Stanley during his exploration of
1874-1877, Butcher masterfully examines the
troubled history of the region, from its Belgian
colonization to its current age of unending strife.
Illus. 363 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00
Item #3829456
$4.95
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Asia, Australia & Oceania
*OKINAWA, REVISED EDITION: The
History of an Island People By George H.
Kerr. Seventy years since the climatic Battle of
Okinawa, these tiny, charming islands
continue to be a crucial nerve center in U.S.
strategic defense plans for Asia. Now a
burgeoning tourist destination and an ongoing
source of friction for U.S. and Japan relations.
This volume explains what makes Okinawa so
unique. Illus. 573 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99
Item #6877745
$17.95

British History
*EUROPE RESET: New Directions for the
EU By Richard Youngs. Proposes an alternative
vision of European co-operation and shows how
the E.U. must re-invent itself if it is to survive. In
proposing this model for a “reset” version of
Europe, Youngs reinvigorates the debate on the
future of Europe by putting forward a new agenda
for the E.U. 242 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound.
Pub. at $28.00
Item #677623X
$11.95
*BLOOD ROSES: The Houses of Lancaster
and York Before the Wars of the Roses By
Kathryn Warner. Starting in 1245 with the
founding of the House of Lancaster, the author
follows over 200 years of political intrigue,
bloody wars and fascinating characters. This
account reframes some of the biggest events of
the medieval era; not as stand alone conflicts,
but as part of a long running family feud that
would have drastic consequences. Photos, most in color. 320
pages. History Press. Pub. at $34.95
Item #296029X
$27.95

European History
CROATIA IN THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES,
VOLUME ONE: A Cultural Survey Ed. by
Ivan Supicic. This vast and richly-illustrated
work illuminates the region’s history, art, and
significance before the Ottoman invasion.
Some 30 essays provide a detailed,
highly-engaging look at the strong ties
between Croatia and medieval Western
Europe from the 7th century through the 12th
century. 633 pages. Philip Wilson. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $100.00
Item #3818772
PRICE CUT to $24.95

European History
*CHRISTIAN V: The First Heir to the
Throne By Jens Gunni Busck. The first to
accede to the throne as a hereditary king
following the introduction of the hereditary
and absolute monarchy by Frederik III,
Christian V made a competent but ultimately
unsuccessful attempt to reconquer Scania,
Halland, and Blekinge–territories that had
been lost during his father’s reign. Well illus.
in color. 59 pages. Historika. Pub. at $15.00
Item #2880539
$9.95
*INTO THE PEATLANDS: A Journey
Through the Moorland Year By Robin A.
Crawford. Exploring the peatlands of Lewis,
Crawford explains how they have come to
be and also considers how peat has been
used for millennia, principally as a fuel but
also as a key element in the whisky-making
process. He also reflects on the historical
and cultural importance that peat has
played, and continues to play in the story of Scotland. Illus.,
some in color. 258 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
Item #2880687
$13.95
*THE AFTERLIFE OF KING JAMES IV:
Otherworld Legends of the Scottish King By
Keith J. Coleman. Explores the survival stories
following the Scottish king’s defeat at the battle
of Flodden in 1513 and how his image and
legacy were used in the years that followed,
when he remained a shadow player in the politics
of a shattered kingdom. 266 pages. Chronos.
Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95
Item #2924307
$5.95

Jewish History
*WHY THE JEWS? The Need to
Scapegoat By Marek Halter. Seventy-five years
after the Holocaust, which decimated a people
several thousand years old, after we swore in an
almost unanimous voice, “never again,” the
scourge of anti-Jewish sentiment invades our
sidewalks again, especially in Western Europe.
This hard-hitting essay examines all the false
trials of Jews. 88 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $19.99
Item #4714849
$14.95

Middle Eastern History

Lives of Adventurers & Explorers

*RED SEA SPIES: The True Story of
Mossad’s Fake Diving Resort By Raffi Berg.
Written in collaboration with secret agents
involved in the mission, endorsed as the
definitive account and including an afterword
from the commander who went on to become
the head of the Mossad, this is the gripping
tale of a highly classified and often hazardous
operation, told in full for the first time. 16
pages of color photos. 324 pages. Icon Books. Pub. at $27.00
Item #3895173
$19.95

ICEFALL: Adventures at the Wild Edges of
Our Dangerous, Changing Planet By J. All &
J. Balzar. The mountaineer whose brutal fall in
the Himalayas and subsequent seven-story
climb back to the surface spawned a viral video
sensation, John All takes us on his adventures
to the extremes of the planet to make a critical
argument: climate change is not a matter of
politics; it’s a matter of life and death. Color
photos. 221 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $26.99
Item #6715346
$5.95

Russian & Soviet History

Women in History

THE DAY WILL PASS AWAY: The Diary of a
Gulag Prison Guard 1935-1936 By Ivan
Chistyakov. This remarkable diary is one of the few
first-person accounts to survive the sprawling
Soviet prison system. From stumblingly poetic
musings on the bitter landscape of the taiga to
matter of fact grumbles about the inefficiency of
his stove, from accounts of the brutal conditions
of the camp to reflections on the cruelty of
loneliness, this is an astonishing record. 250 pages. Pegasus.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
Item #4654927
$4.95
*MOSCOW RULES: Secret Police,
Spies, Sleepers, Assassins By Douglas
Boyd. After the guns fell silent in May 1945,
the USSR resumed its clandestine warfare
against the western democracies. What was at
first not so obvious was that these state terror
organizations were also designed for military
and commercial espionage in the West. Boyd
also explores the relationship between the
KGB and its ghastly brood. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages.
History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #3692841
$13.95

Lives of Adventurers & Explorers
*BUCKSKIN JOE: A Memoir By Edward
Jonathan Hoyt. The master of sixteen musical
instruments, Edward Jonathan Hoyt, known as
Buckskin Joe, played in frontier bands. An
acrobat and aerialist, he toured in circuses, once
walking a tightrope two thousand feet above the
Royal Gorge. His last hurrah, before pursuing his
fortune in the jungles of Honduras, was a tour in
Pawnee Bill’s Wild West show. Photos.
194 pages. UNeP. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Item #3859126
$11.95
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*OKLAHOMA RODEO WOMEN By Tracey
Hanshew. From the very beginning,
Oklahoma cowgirls played a significant role
in developing the institution and the
businesses that grew up in its shadow. From
Guymon to Pawhuska and from stock
contractors to rodeo clowns, Hanshew
follows the trail that Oklahoma women blazed
across this rough and tumble sport. Photos.
112 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99
Item #3844978
$18.95

Lives of Women
AFTER LIFE: My Journey from Incarceration
to Freedom By Alice Marie Johnson with N.
French. For her whole life Johnson had been an
upstanding citizen, but in 1992, after an
emotionally and financially tumultuous period
left her with few options, she turned to crime as a
way to pay off her mounting debts. A beacon of
light in the darkness of despair, her story is both a
vital reminder of the power of redemption and of
the importance of making second chances count. 16 pages of color
photos. 278 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99
Item #4756509
$5.95

Lives of Women

Lives of Women

Collected Biographies

ELIZABETH PATTERSON BONAPARTE: An
American Aristocrat in the Early Republic
By Charlene M. Boyer Lewis. Appraising
Elizabeth Patterson Bonaparte’s many
identities–celebrity, aristocrat, independent
woman, mother–Lewis shows how Madame
Bonaparte, as she was known, exercised
extraordinary social power at the center of the
changing transatlantic world. Her story
reminds us of the fragility of the American experiment in its
infancy. Illus. 280 pages. UPaP. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.50
Item #4721225
$5.95
THE PINK STEERING WHEEL
CHRONICLES: A Love Story By Laura
Fahrenthold. To cope with her painful loss,
Fahrenthold bought an RV, took her kids and
their dog, and drove across the United States
and Canada in search of healing and
understanding. Here she presents a moving
portrait of life, marriage, motherhood and
mourning, all told with unflinching honesty.
287 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00
Item #2949369
$5.95
*FERBER: Edna Ferber and Her Circle By
Julie Gilbert. This enduring biography of the
popular writer begins with Ferber’s last years
in New York City, exploring the setting in which
she did all of her great writing. Gilbert then
moves back to Edna’s youth, to her beginnings
as a newspaperwoman and finally to her
family: her self-effacing father and tyrannical
mother. 445 pages. Applause. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.99
Item #2970023
$13.95
SONATA: A Memoir of Pain and the Piano
By Andrea Avery. A breath-taking exploration of
Avery’s extraordinary talent and even more
extraordinary illness. With no cure for her RA
possible, Avery must learn to live with this
disease while not letting it define her, even
though it leaves its mark on everything around
her–family, relationships, even the clothes she
wears. Yet she never loses her wit, humor, or
artistry of a true performer. 250 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95
Item #2917262
$6.95

*MERLIN STONE REMEMBERED: Her
Life and Works By David B. Axelrod et al.
Discover the extraordinary life and profound
contributions of Merlin Stone, a renowned
feminist, author, artist, and historian. Known
for her book, When God Was A Woman, Stone
was a pioneer of the Women’s Movement and
the reclaiming of the Great Goddess tradition
of the Western world. Photos, some in color.
331 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99
Item #6699235
$7.95
*IN FULL FLIGHT: One Woman’s Quest for
Atonement in Africa By John Heminway. As a
member of the renowned Flying Doctors
Service, Dr. Anne Spoerry treated hundreds of
thousands of people across rural Kenya over the
span of fifty years. Yet few knew what drove her: a
past marked by rebellion, and working as a
“doctor” in a Nazi concentration camp. This
biography explores the question of whether it is
possible to rewrite one’s past by doing good in the present. Photos.
316 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #2903369
$7.95
*MI5 AND ME: A Coronet Among the
Spooks By Charlotte Bingham. When Lottie is
summoned to her father’s office at the age of
eighteen, she is astonished to learn that this
aloof, unexciting parent is a spy. This unique
memoir is a window into 1950s Britain: a
country where Russian agents infiltrate the
highest echelons and where debutantes are
typists and where Englishness is both a
nationality and a code of behavior. 240 pages. Bloomsbury.
Pub. at $27.00
Item #6937098
$9.95
*WALLY FUNK’S RACE FOR SPACE: The
Extraordinary Story of a Female Aviation
Pioneer By Sue Nelson. In this offbeat
odyssey, Nelson travels with Wally Funk, one
of America’s first female aviation inspectors
and civilia n flig ht i nst ruct ors, n ow
approaching her 80th birthday, as she races
to make her giant leap to fulfill her dream of
becoming an astronaut. Funk’s ride to space
awaits in this intimate portrait of a true aviation trailblazer.
Photos, some color. 242 pages. Chicago Review. Pub. at $26.99
Item #372882X
$15.95

*THE LIVES AND EXTRAORDINARY
ADVENTURES OF FIFTEEN TRAMP
WRITERS FROM THE GOLDEN AGE OF
VAGABONDAGE By Ian Cutler. The fifteen
writers, whose stories and ideas make up this
volume come from a cross-section of tramp
literature. Some were prolific chroniclers of
the vagabond life, and others wrote only a
single evocative tale. Cutler brings the voices
of Trader Horn, Jim Tully, Tom Kromer, Morley Roberts, and
others back to modern readers with this collection. Illus.
400 pages. Feral House. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
Item #385275X
$14.95
*LEADERS WHO CHANGED HISTORY
Ed. by Jemima Dunne et al. Delves into the
lives, motivations, achievements, and
innovations of the greatest leaders in the
world and through time. From presidents to
prophets, conquerors to CEOs, each leader
is explored through vivid portraits and
compelling text, whether good or bad,
victorious or tragic, these giants all have
remarkable stories. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Dorling
Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00
Item #2926636
$9.95

Unusual, Multifaceted Lives
THE DIESEL BROTHERS: A Truckin’
Awesome Guide to Trucks and Life By D.
Sparks & D. Kiley. Heavy D and Diesel Dave
have grown a massive fan base with their
extreme truck builds, epic giveaways, and
hysterical pranks. Join the Brothers on this
incredible joyride and see why Diesel
Brothers has become one of the fastest
growing and most popular reality shows ever.
16 pages of color photos. 213 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $25.99
Item #6988652
$6.95
GROWING UP JUNG: Coming of Age as
the Son of Two Shrinks By Micah Toub.
Intelligently examines the pros and cons of
Jungian philosophy as we witness Toub
embrace his “shadow” and meditate with his
“ a l ly ” i n t h a t e lu s i v e q u e st f o r
“individuation.” He addresses the question:
Is it possible for the spawn of two shrinks to
reach adulthood mentally unscathed?
261 pages. Norton. Pub. at $23.95
Item #2891379
$5.95
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Unusual, Multifaceted Lives
*CARVING OUT A LIVING ON THE LAND
By Emmet Van Driesche. From coppicing trees
to gathering greens for wreath-making, spoon
carving to scything, the author and his wife take
advantage of every unexpected opportunity,
learning new skills and leveraging existing
ones to carve out a living for their family. Told
through their experiences, this is an inspiring
guide to self-sufficiency and resilience. Illus. in
color. 271 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $28.00
Item #2979837
$22.95
*KISSING U.S.A.: The Story Behind the
Story of the Legendary Kissing Show By
William Cane. Born out of Cane’s desire to woo
the woman of his dreams, The Kissing Show
appeared at over 400 colleges and universities
across the nation. This work tells it all in a sexy
(and sometimes shocking) behind the scenes
look at all the things that were part of making
The Kissing Show a sensation. 316 pages.
Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
Item #2936445
$11.95
*GEORGE ROMNEY: An American Life
By Patrick Foster. The story of one of the most
remarkable men of the 20th-century, a man
who combined sheer moral force with
hard-driving determination to succeed.
Honest, truthful, hard-working and decent,
Romney was the sort of person who comes
along rarely. Thi s te xt follows h is
achievements, from his humble beginnings
as a child, to running for the presidency, and everything in
between. Photos. 269 pages. Waldorf Publishing. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6717772
$9.95
*THE GERALDO SHOW: A Memoir By
Geraldo Rivera. At the vigorous twilight of a long
and largely improvised life lived in plain sight,
Rivera has little left to prove. Faced with a series
of random chances, for better and worse, and the
fact that time has enlightened and humbled him,
Rivera tells the unvarnished truths about the
good and the bad adventures of his life lessons.
Photos. 366 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $26.95
Item #6878350
$7.95

Businessmen & Entrepreneurs

Sports Stars

Writers & Thinkers

*REMINISCENCES OF A STOCK
OPERATOR By Edwin Lefevre. Jesse Livermore
(1877-1940) who made and lost many fortunes,
accurately captures the experiences and
thoughts of a trader–mistakes made, lessons
learned, and insights gained–to offer solid
advice about the markets. 285 pages. Ixia.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
Item #2814366
$11.95
*PLAYING WITH FIRE By Scott Rieckens.
After listening to a podcast one day, an
overworked Rieckens quit his job, convinced his
family to leave their home, and cut their
expenses from their beach-town lifestyle in half.
Follow him and his family as they devote
everything to FIRE (financial independence retire
early), a subculture obsessed with maximizing
wealth and happiness in this inspiring story.
209 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
Item #286200X
$9.95
*STICKY FINGERS: The Life and Times
of Jann Wenner and Rolling Stone
Magazine By Joe Hagan. Hagan depicts an
ambitious, mercurial rock fan who exalts the
youth revolution and discovers how to
package it, becoming the key curator for a
generation. Both the story of a publishing
legend and an official compendium of sex,
drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll, this is an addictive and
fascinating look at American pop culture. 24 pages of photos.
547 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00
Item #6988555
$9.95
*THE PRICE OF FORTUNE: The Untold
Story of Being James Packer By Damon
Kitney. In this remarkable biography, one of
Australia’s richest men opens up in an effort
to make sense of his roller-coaster life and to
tell the human story of being James Douglas
Packer. He tells of how his wealth, charm and
intellect took him to such exciting places–and
how trusting the wrong people and his own
rash actions, cost him wealth, friends, health and his business
reputation. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 408 pages.
HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.99
Item #288870X
$13.95

RACING THROUGH THE DARK: Crash,
Burn, Coming Clean, Coming Back By
David Millar with J. Whittle. Offers a vivid
portrait of Millar’s life in professional cycling,
including his soul-searing detour into
performance-enhancing drugs, his dramatic
arrest and two-year ban, and his ultimate
decision to return to the sport he loves, to race
clean. Photos, many in color. 351 pages.
S&S. Pub. at $26.00
Item #5881412
$5.95

AT YOUR OWN RISK: A Saint’s Testament By
Derek Jarman. The story of one of England’s
foremost filmmaker–who wrote and directed
several feature films including Sebastiane,
Jubilee, Caravaggio, and Blue, a stage designer,
artist, writer, gardener, and an outspoken AIDS
and queer rights activist–told in his own words.
152 pages. UMnP. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95
Item #5814839
$5.95
*YOURS, FOR PROBABLY ALWAYS:
Martha Gellhorn’s Letters of Love & War,
1930-1949 By Janet Somerville. Collected
in this volume are previously unpublished
correspondence, journalism, fiction, and
A SCHOLAR’S TALE: Intellectual Journey
excerpts from journal entries beginning in
of a Displaced Child of Europe By Geoffrey
1930 when Gellhorn arrived in Paris with $75,
Hartman. In this intellectual memoir, Hartman
her typewriter, and the dream of becoming a
describes his early education, uncanny sense
foreign correspondent. Evident throughout is
of vocation, and development as a literary her life-long advocacy of social justice and her need to make her
scholar and cultural critic. 195 pages. “tiny squeaking noise,” through her writing. 32 pages of illus.
Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00
528 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $40.00
Item #5859379
$5.95
Item #377130X
$31.95
BERYL BAINBRIDGE: Love by All Sorts of
*NEVER A LOVELY SO REAL: The Life and
Means By Brendan King. In this frank portrait of
Work of Nelson Algren By Colin Asher. A
Bainbridge, King tells the story of a life that is
sublime biography that unravels the enigma of
every bit as dramatic and compelling as one of
Algren’s disappearance, explores the richness of
her own perfectly-crafted novels. A complex
his novels and nonfiction writing, and explains
and sometimes traumatic private life that she
how a rash creative decision may have led his
rarely talked about and which was often only
enemies to denounce him to the FBI during the
hinted at in her novels. 16 pages of photos.
Red Scare. Asher portrays Algren as a dramatic
564 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $40.00
iconoclast and reclaims him as a towering literary Item #6952321
$9.95
figure. Illus. 542 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95
*MORTALITY AND FAITH: Reflections on
Item #3918270
$16.95
a Journey Through Time By David Horowitz.
*JIMMY NEUROSIS: A Memoir By
Horowitz explores the spiritual life as a skeptic
James Oseland. In a quest that led him from
and a seeker, confronting his own intimations of
the mosh pits of San Francisco to the pop
mortality, and drafts a blueprint for hope.
world of Andy Warhol’s Manhattan, Oseland
Meditating deeply on the works of Marcus
learned firsthand what comes of testing the
Aurelius and Dostoevsky and mining the
limits of society–both the joyous glories and
wisdom of the Bible, he writes beautifully about
the unanticipated, dangerous consequences.
the end of his journey and its ultimate meaning.
305 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99
262 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99
Item #288481X
$7.95
Item #2982927
$17.95

Writers & Thinkers

Spiritual Figures & Leaders
SURGE OF PIETY: Norman Vincent Peale
and the Remaking of American Religious
Life By Christopher Lane. Shows how the
famed minister’s brand of Christian
psychology inflamed the nation’s religious
revival by promoting the concept that belief
in God was essential to the health and
harmony of all Americans. This blurring of
the lines between religion and medicine
would reshape religion as we know it in the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. Illus. 212 pages. Yale. Pub. at $28.00
Item #368752X
$5.95
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Spiritual Figures & Leaders
*RIVER OF FIRE: My Spiritual Journey
By Helen Prejean. This volume is for anyone
interested in journeys of faith and spirituality,
doubt and belief, and “catching on fire” to
purpose and passion. It is written in
accessible, luminous prose, about how to
live a spiritual life that is wide awake to the
sufferings and creative opportunities of our
world. 294 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00
Item #3744965
$15.95
*THE DISRUPTORS: 50 People Who
Changed the World By Alan Axelrod.
D r a m a t i c a n d il l u mi n a t i n g p ro f il e s ,
accompanied by original line drawings, of
visionaries who didn’t settle for the status
quo. Their innovations range from the
printing press, to the fight for women’s
equality to the invention of hip hop. Meet the
women and men who broke the rules and
changed the world. 278 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95
Item #6981224
$7.95

Memoirs
ANOTHER GOOD DOG: One Family and Fifty
Foster Dogs By Cara Sue Achterberg. When the
author started to feel an empty nest on the
horizon, she decided the best way to fill that void
was with dogs–lots of them. What started as a
search for a good dog, led to an epiphany that
there wasn’t just one that could fill the hole left in
her heart, she could save dozens along the way,
and so her foster journey began. 24 pages of
color photos. 256 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95
Item #4776097
$5.95
*ANYTHING BUT A WASTED LIFE: A
Memoir By Sita Kaylin. The author lets us in
on her life as a stripper. Sita’s stories take
shape through an often altered, occasionally
sarcastic, sometimes illegal and frequently
funny magnifying glass she holds up to not
just the sex industry, but also to human needs
and desires, modern relationships, mental
h e a l t h a n d p e r s on a l i n d e p e n d e n ce .
323 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
Item #3006476
$11.95

Memoirs
THE WINE LOVER’S DAUGHTER: A
Memoir By Anne Fadiman. Wine is the
spine of this touching memoir; the life and
character of Fadiman’s father, along with her
relationship with him and her own less
ardent relationship with wine, are the flesh.
A poignant exploration of love, ambition,
class, family, and the pleasures of the palate
by one of our finest essayists. Photos.
256 pages. FSG. Pub. at $25.00
Item #2856301
$8.95
*OUT OF MY FATHER’S SHADOW:
Sinatra of the Seine, My Dad, Eddie
Constantine By Tanya Constantine. Tells
Constantine’s heartbreaking, though
sometimes humorous story of meeting the
famous and the infamous, growing up fast,
and battling the larger than life personality of
her father. Filled with family and rarely seen
photos, this memoir also features stories of
Tanya’s incredible life. 275 pages. Feral House. Pub. at $22.95
Item #2935996
$11.95
*SUBWAY TO CALIFORNIA By Joseph Di
Prisco. His father was a gambler and
bookmaker who fled Brooklyn and the FBI. Joe
didn’t seem called to a life of crime, but
evidence is mixed. Once he was Brother
Joseph in a Catholic novitiate, and later he was
named prime suspect in a racketeering
investigation. He played blackjack around the
world, and also taught for 20 years. His richly
colorful tale reads like great fiction. 366 pages. Rare Bird Books.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
Item #5986516
$5.95
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